
Index

3-D hard copy, 574

3-D-Objects, 495

abduction, 122, 388

abstract (document), 54, 449

abstract category, 31

abstraction, 1, 4, 385

abstraction, legal, 329

abstraction, programming, 241

abstraction, science, 387

abstractive summarization, 449

academic freedom, 362

academic library, 363

accent (speech), 482

acceptable use, 309, 313

acceptance, technology system, 290

access genre, 69

access point, 45

accession, archive, 266

accountability, 258

accountable talk, 193

accounting, 338

accuracy (metrology), 390

ACID principles (databases), 561

acoustic model, 485

acoustics, 478

active environment, 496

active learning (categorization), 549

active reading, 438

active visual media, 489

activity diagram, UML, 107

activity management, 90

activity theory, 67, 84, 183

activity theory (social), 153

actor, 170

acyclic graph, 515

ad hominem attack, 322

adaptive category, 449

adaptive hypertext, 57, 145, 493

adaptive system, complex, 10

adaptive testing, 194

addiction, 555

adjacency operator (search), 455

adjacency pairs (conversation), 233

administration, 352

administration, organizational, 343

administrative metadata, 44

advance-fee scam, 168

advanced persistent threat (APT), 293

adversarial planning, 94, 299

adversarial situation (information availability), 295

adversarial situation (risk), 295

advertising, 131, 359, 463

advocacy, 322, 368

aesthetics, 134

affect, 134

affect (conversation), 235

affect (narrative), 231

affect (speech), 482

affect (text), 462

affect model, 194

affect, games, 493

affective computing, 133, 134

affiliation network, 158

affine, 475

affinity diagram, 82

Age of Reason, 392

agency, 87, 157

agency (causation), 125

agency, user control of systems, 138

agent (commerce), 336

agent communication languages, 241

agent provocateur, 204

agent, autonomous, 278

agent-based modeling, 396, 546

aggregation (document), 279

aggregation (part-of relationships), 32

aggregation, collection, 280

aggregation, data, 316

aggregator (news), 370

aggregator (publishing), 366

aggression, 552

agile development, 285

agriculture, 342

alerting service, 70, 147

algorithm, 91, 521

579
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algorithm, compression, 511

algorithm, encryption, 556

algorithm, parsing, 522

algorithmic thinking, 196

allegory, 134

alphabet, 427

altruism, 136, 341

ambient design, 496

amusement park, 90

amygdale, 553

analogy, 123

analogy (problem solving), 92

analysis, data, 406

analysis, decision, 81

analysis, system, 10, 283

analysis-by-synthesis, 92

analytic grammar, parsing, 240

analytics, 17

analytics, living, 190

analytics, social media, 162

analytics, visual, 406

anaphora, 222

anatomy (medical), 414

anchor (hypertext), 54

anchoring (query), 450

and-or tree, 530

animation, 491

annotation, 438

annotation, data set, 400

annotation, gene, 409

annotation, semantic, 282

annotation, semantic (video), 490

anonymity, 318

anonymized data, 405

antagonist (narrative), 231

anthropomorphism, 172

anti-aliasing, 574

anti-circumvention, 311

anti-plagiarism software, 315

anti-trust (business), 335

aphasia, 143

API, data set, 398

application profile (metadata), 47

application profile (requirements), 284

applied perception, 117

appraisal, archive, 265

apprenticeship, 186, 199

appropriate copy, 562

apps, 337, 371

apps, mobile, 142

archaeology, 411

archetype, 231

architecture (buildings), 98

architecture, cognitive, 121

architecture, computer, 570

architecture, enterprise, 255

architecture, information, 58

architectures, 96

archival storage, 578

archive, 261

archive, community, 185

archive, data, 402

archive, enterprise, 461

archive, personal, 146, 147

archive, team and meeting, 179

archive, Web, 271

archiving, data, 402

argument extraction, 447

argumentation (discourse), 227

argumentation system, 228

argumentation system (hypertext), 56, 329

argumentation, mathematical, 408

argumentation, science, 388

Aristotelian logic, 529

arousal, physiological, 132

art, 471

art, visual, 472

articulation (work), 84, 86, 177, 352

artificial life (alife), 546

artificial psychology, 137

aspect (verb), 218

aspect ratio (display), 573

aspect-oriented design, 104

ASR, automatic speech recognition, 484

assessment, 194

assessment (individual differences), 141

assistive technologies, 142

assistive technology, 142

association rule, 447

associative learning, 123

associative memory, 124

assurance, information, 21, 293

asymmetric information, 364

asynchronous interaction, 441

asynchronous learning, 200

ATN parsing, 522

attention, 115

attention management, 222, 223

attention, visual, 117

attitude, 23, 130

attraction, interpersonal, 157

attractor (dynamical system), 542

attribute extraction, 447

attribute, category, 30
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attribute, metadata, 43

attribute, visualization, 477

attribute-value pair, 33

attribution (copyright), 311

attribution (social), 170

auction, 335

auction (search engines advertising), 359

auction, keyword, 360

audit trail, 291

audit, archival, 263

audit, information, 88

audit, information system, 290

augmented reality, 497

augmented transition networks (ATNs), 238

aura (avatar), 497

authentication, 557

authentication, two factor, 295

authenticity, 262

author, data, 400

authoring text, 439

authoring, hypermedia, 473

authoritative source, 76

authority, 16

authority (metadata), 52

authority (Web), 59

authority file, 45

authority, journalistic, 24

authority, name, 33

authority, publishing, 203

authority, reference works, 76

authority, scholarly, 203

autobiographical memory, 121

autobiography, 208

automata, 238

automata, weighted, 444

automated discovery, 389

autonomic computing, 572

autonomous agent, 278, 396

availability and accessibility (attention), 122

avatar, 497

awareness (collaboration), 180

awareness, (remote collaboration), 178

awareness, situational, 67

B2B, business-to-business, 356

B2C, business-to-consumer, 358

back-channel, conversation, 236

back-propagation, 550, 551

background check, 163

backward chaining, 532

bag of words (text retrieval), 455, 526

balance, social, 155

ballistic motor behavior, 119

bandwidth, 507

bar code, 575

BATNA, Best alternative to a negotiated agreement, 84

Bayes Rule, 448, 534

Bayesian classification, 535

BDI, beliefs, desire, intention, 95, 131, 241

behavior graph, 73, 194

behavior modification, 173

behavioral economics, 190, 341

behavioral extrapolation, 316

behavioral science, 385

behavioral signature, 448

belief revision, 132

beliefs, 24, 128, 533

believability (narrative), 231

best first (tree searching), 516

best practices (preservation), 263

best practices (security), 295

beta release, 285

between-ness (graph), 519

bias, confirmation, 131

bias, representational, 2

bibliographic control, 45

bibliographic coupling, 383

bibliography, 14

bibliometrics, 383

bibliophile, 368

Big Brother, 316

big data, 17, 317, 399, 403

big science, 392

bilingualism, 215, 483

biography, 208

bioinformatics, 408

biological foundations, 135

biology, 408

biometrics, 320

bipartate graph, 515

bit torrent, 275

bit, binary information unit, 506

bit, parity, 577

bitcoin, 338

bitmap display, 574

black-hat hacker, 293

blackboard systems, 92

blacklist (spam), 441

BLAST search (genomics), 410

blended education, 200

blind reviewing, 381

blog, 462

blog, news, 370

blogs, 290
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body (human), 132

book, 232, 367

book industry, 365

boolean operators, 529

Booleans, 102

botanical collections and classification, 274, 409

botnet, 296, 299

bots, conversational, 498

bottom-up processing, 430

boundary object, 38

boundary object (classification system), 33

boundary objects (UML), 107

bounded rationality, 341

Bradford’s Law, 385

brain science, 115, 552

brainstorming, collaborative, 82

brainwashing, 130

branch-and-bound, 516

brand management, 358

branding, 163

breadth-first tree searching, 515

bricolage, 95, 349

bridging (conversation), 234

brittle representation, 36

brittleness, 532

Broca’s area (brain science), 554

broken plan, 95

broker, 336

broker, data, 360

browsing, 70

browsing, collaborative, 181

brute force (computation), 92

brute force attach on encryption, 556

bubble, economic, 339

bug (software), 288

bug tracking (software development), 287

building blocks strategy, 72

built environments, 12

bureaucracy, 252, 321, 343

business activity, 345

business classification, 352

business cycle, 338

business intelligence, 253

business model, 20, 253, 350

business model, games, 492

business model, publishing, 366

business model, search engine, 360, 454

business processes, 255, 346

business rule, 260, 344

business-to-business (B2B), 356

business-to-consumer (B2C), 358

Butterfly Effect, 398

butterfly effect, 543

buzz analysis, 462

by line (news), 369

by-laws, 350

caching, 562

CAD preservation, 267

CAD, computer-aided design, 495

call center, 358

calligraphy, 428

capital, social, 163

capitalism, 332

care assistant (health care), 413

care-giver language, 237

cartography, 421

cartoon, 476

cascade, information, 159

case (linguistics), 222

case law, 326

CASE tool, 286

case-based reasoning, 122, 535

cash, digital, 338, 560

casual games, 89

catalog, 45

cataloging cultural objects (CCO), 274

categorical perception, 481

categorization, 536

categorization, question, 464

categorization, social, 170

categorization, text, 449

categorizing search results, 453

category, 29

category (cognition), 120

category (grammar), 217

catharsis, 189

causation, 125, 544

causation (explanation), 227

causation, inferring, 229

causation, mutual, 541

causation, perception, 126

causation, social, 171

CDMA (networks), 566

cease and desist (copyright), 309

cell processor, 571

cellphone, 160

cellular automata, 546

censorship, 306

centrality, 519

centralized versus distributed decisions, 348

certification authority, 560

chain of custody, 266

chain of trust, 165
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change detection, 462

change, cultural, 188

channel capacity, 507

chaotic system, 543

character (story), 230

chat, 170

chat, multilingual, 466

check sum, 577

checkers (machine learning), 547

checks and balances (government), 326

cheminformatics, 411

Chief Information Officer (CIO), 251

children’s literature, 197

choice and decision, cognitive, 122

choice strategy, 79

choice theory, 79

choreography, 487

chunking (cognition and learning), 532

chunking (cognition), 124

cinema, digital, 491, 573

circumstantial evidence, 171, 329

CISC, 570

citation (data sets), 398

citation (scholarly communication), 382

citation network, case law, 326

citations, data, 400

citizen, 202

citizen archives, 146

citizen engagement, 324

citizen information needs, 68

citizen journalism, 370

citizen science, 388, 390

city, 372

civic data, 306, 329

civic engagement, 324

civic media, 322

civil discourse, 322

civil law, 326

civility, 322

claim (argumentation), 228

claims analysis (design), 139

clan, 156

clarification dialog, 75

class diagram, 105

class hierarchy, 104

classification, 16, 30

classification (signal-detection), 536

classification and decision tree (CART), 548

classification system, enterprise, 257

classification, Bayesian, 535

classification, biological, 409

classification, disease, 413

classification, ethno-classification, 188

classification, genre, 233

classification, medical, 412

classification, text, 449

classified document (security), 306

classifier, 29, 449, 547

classifier (machine learning), 549

classroom, 199

cleaning, data, 405

clicks and mortar (retail), 360

climate model, 397

clinical decision support system, 414

clinical health care informatics, 413

clinical trial (medicine), 414

clique (social network), 519

close reading, 438

cloud computing, 276

clustering (affinity diagrams), 82

clustering (group discussions), 82

clustering (statistical), 548

clusters, 29

CMMI, 347

co-authorship, 383

co-browsing, 181

co-citation, 383

co-design, 99

co-evolution, 541

co-located collaboration, 178

co-occurrence (phrases), 217

coarticulation, 481

cocktail-party effect, 116

code (message), 509

code metadata, 286

code review, 287

codebook, 508

codec, 512

codex, 367

cognition, 120

cognition, spatial, 421

cognitive load, 121

cognitive organizer, 438

cognitive system, 113

cognitive walkthrough, 141

coherence, explanations, 227

cohesion, group, 86

cohesion, semantic, 222

collaboration, 9, 181

collaborative information retrieval, 75, 442

collaborative learning, 199

collaborative visualization, 407

collaboratory (science), 181, 390

collection management, 248
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collection metadata, 52

collection, data, 399

collection, distributed, 279

collection, personal, 146

collection, reference, 246

collective history, 149

collective memory, 8

collective reasoning, 182

collocation (phrases), 217

collusion (business), 335

combinatoric explosion, 522

commemoration, 135

commerce, 356

commercial speech, 306

commitment, 165

commodity, 421

common carrier, 361

common information model (enterprise information), 255

common information model (science), 403

common law, 326

common sense, 24, 65

common-use hypertext, 58, 458

commons, creative, 311

commons, entrepreneurial, 372

commons, industrial), 372

commons, information, 245

commons, knowledge, 382

commons, scholarly, 380

communication modality, 179

communication mode (social), 160

communication, corporate, 345

communicative intent, 7

communicative practice, 223

community, 184

community behavior modeling, 169

community infrastructure, 329

community of practice, 186

community of practice (science), 389

community standards, 249

community, learning, 199

community, scholarly, 379

community, speech, 237

company, 350

compelled speech, 306

competition, 79

competition (economic), 333

competitive advantage, 254, 372

competitive intelligence, 254

compiler, 570

complex adaptive system, 10

complex decision support (CDS), 82

complex system, 93, 542

complexity, 23

complexity, algorithm, 522

complexity, conceptual, 124

complexity, graph, 518

complexity, psychological, 134

complexity, social, 7, 305

complexity, software, 287

complexity, system, 97

compliance (regulatory), 328

composable simulation, 396

composite hypertext, 55

composition (music), 480

composition (writing), 439

compositionality, 4, 215, 218, 219

compositionality (object-oriented model), 104

compositionality (thesauri), 35

comprehension, discourse, 226

comprehension, reading, 437

compression, audio, 511

compression, image, 510

compression, text, 509

compression, video, 512

compromise, 83

computation, 16

computation, theory of, 570

computational behavioral science, 143

computer assisted language learning (CALL), 197

computer-aided design, 355

computer-aided software engineering (CASE), 286

computer-mediated exchanges, 335

computer-mediated family communication, 156

computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL), 201

computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW), 177

computing, 23

concept, 124

concept bank, 37

concept hierarchy, 35

concept map (cognitive), 124

conceptual framework, 34

conceptual model, 5, 395

conceptual model (database), 101

conceptual model (education), 289

conceptual model (science), 389

conceptual model, search engine, 450

conceptual systems, 5

concurrency, 105

concurrent engineering, 393

condition-action pair, 532

confidence (beliefs), 130

confidence man, 167

confidentiality of information, 293

configuration management, 288
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configuration rules, 525

confirmation bias, 131

conflict of interest (journalism), 369

conflict of interest (science), 385

conflict resolution, 84

conformity, 131

congestion (network), 544, 568

congruence, graph, 517

conjecture, 387

conjunctive normal form (CNF), 530

connectivity, 162

connotation, 220

consciousness, 115, 554

conservation (information resource), 264

consistency, interface, 124

conspectus, 249

conspiracy theory, 130

constituent grammar, 217

constituent planning, 93

constitutional system, 326

constraint processing, 525

constraint processing and propagation, 94

constraints, 7

constructed languages, 215

constructivist learning theory, 191

constructivist mental models, 127

consumer education, 203

consumer electronics, 97, 471

consumer health information, 415

consumer transaction, 360

contagion, 520

content analysis, 448

content farm, 359

content guideline, 52

content management, 4, 21, 250

content management systems (CMS), 279, 562

content stream, 70

content wrapper, 282

content-addressable memory, 550

context, 4, 7, 213, 223, 265

context (conversation), 234

context (social), 171

context sensitive linking, 562

context, archives and records, 267

context, hypertext, 56

contingency, 136

contingency planning, 94

continuous category, 31

continuous design, 99

contract, 313, 351

contract (legal), 351

contract, social, 155

contract, software, 371

control and information, 183

control of information, 305

control theory, 542

control, organizational, 9

controlled vocabulary, 51, 354

conversation, 234

conversation agreement, 463

conversation, structured, 442

conversational agents, 498

conversational anchor, 180

cookie (Web), 319

cooperation, 79

cooperative cataloging, 52

coordination, 352

coordination (agents), 86

coordination (language), 218

coordination (multimedia), 473

coordination (social), 169, 235

coordination theory (social interaction), 87, 347

coordination, agent, 278

copy-detection, 315

copyleft, 311

copyright, 308

core competency, 255, 346

corporation, 351

corpus linguistics, 402

corpus lingustics, 240

correlation coefficient, 519

corruption, 168, 321, 336

cosine distance (text retrieval), 527

cost (economics), 78

cost function, 94

cost, coordination, 87

cost, transaction, 335

cost-benefit analysis (archives), 273

cost-benefit analysis (security), 295

counter insurgency, 298

counter-terrorism, 296, 298

counterfactual, 388

counterfactual, history, 206

coupon alert, 564

crawler, copyright, 313

crawling, Web, 458

creativity, 82, 92, 96, 373

credibility (information), 16

credibility, information, 68

credit assignment, 171, 253, 549

credit card fraud, 168

credit score, 317

criminal activity, 162, 167

crisis management, 330
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critic (design), 96

critical path, 349

critical systems engineering, 283

critical thinking, 192, 202, 379

cronyism, 168

cross-cultural communication, 188

cross-language blogging, 465

cross-language text retrieval, 467

crosswalk (thesauri), 49

crowd dynamics, 169, 497

crowd sourcing, Wikipedia, 442

crowd-sourcing, 337, 410

crowdsourced game (metadata), 53

crowdsourcing, 162

crowdsourcing, science, 390

crowdsouring, 430

CRUD principles (databases), 561

cryptology, 556

CSCW (computer-supported collaborative work), 177

culling (collections), 249

cultural heritage, 8

cultural mapping, 421

cultural memory, 261

cultural object, 274

culture, 154, 187, 214, 237

culture, information, 259

culture, material, 273

culture, organizational, 251, 258

culture, video game, 494

culturnomics, 8

curated web page, 458

curation (data), 402

curation (museum), 201

curation, social, 462

currency, 338

curriculum, 194

cursing, 238

custodian, data, 402

customer aggregators, 337

customer relationship management (CRM), 358

customizable, 145

customization, 373

cyber-bullying, 161

cyber-condria, 414

cyber-crime, 168

cyber-drama, 487, 493

cyber-exploitation, 296

cyber-hate, 318

cyber-infrastructure, 380, 398, 403

cyber-intermediary, 337, 373

cyber-physical system, 499

cyber-security, 298

cyber-war, 298

cybernetics, 10

cyclic graph, 514

d-prime, 537

dance, 487

dark archive, 272

dark network, 569

data aggregation (privacy), 316

data breach, 293

data broker, 316, 360

data center, 277

data cleaning, 104, 402

data codes, medical, 416

data collection organization, 401

data detectors, 406

data documentation initiative (DDI), 404

data exchange for advertising, 319

data flow diagram, 105

data governance, 258

data library, 402

data management plan, 403

data management planning, 402

data mining, 168, 407

data mining (customer data), 361

data mining, surveillance, 319

data mining, text, 445

data mobility, 403

data model (hypertext), 55

data model, data management, 399

data model, dimensional, 261

data model, entity-relationship (ER), 101

data model, geographic, 419

data model, object-oriented, 104

data model, relational, 103

data narrative, 407

data preservation, 404

data privacy, 317

data provenance, 266, 402

data schema, 103

data set, 17

data storage, 277

data structure, 522

data synchronization, 403

data warehouse, 261

data, social, 169

database management system (DBMS), 561

database transaction, 561

dating, 157, 336

de-anonymizing data sets, 405

deadlock, 86

deals, retail offerings, 358
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debate, civil, 322

debugging, 128, 286

deception, 166, 235, 441, 463, 482

decision aids and analysis, 81

decision making, organizational, 183

decision processes, 122

decision strategy, 344

decision support system (DSS), 81

decision support, medical, 414

decision support, security analysis, 296

decision to purchase, 360

decision tree, 78, 548

decision, social, 321

declarative memory, 121

declarative programming language, 532

deductive, logic, 529

deep learning, 551

deep Web, 459

defamation, 306

defining attribute, 30

definition (linguistic), 219

degree of separation, 59, 519

delay of gratification, 136

deliberation, 175

deliberative democracy, 322

Delphi method, 83

demagoguery, 323

demand forecasting, 354

democracy, 322

denial of service attacks, 294

denotation, 220

dependency, 86

dependency graph, 347

dependency graph (process modeling), 288

depth of processing (cognition), 121

depth-first tree search, 515

derivative work, 45

description, 43, 226

description logic, 529

description, design, 98

descriptor, subject, 52

desiccated format (preservation), 267

design, 9, 95

design (graphical), 476

design artifact, 100

design pattern, 97

design rationale, 99

design, affective, 134

design, collaborative, 180

design, discussion, 233

design, incentive centered, 341

design, instructional, 194

design, market, 335

design, object-oriented, 104

design, ontological, 351

design, participatory, 99

design, tool, 89

design, user interface, 138

design, Web site, 58

desktop interface, 88, 474

desktop manufacturing, 354

desktop searching, 454

detection, signal, 536

determinism, 125

deterministic model, 395

development (economic), 342

development, collection, 248

deviance (social), 166

diagnosis, 143

diagnosis (medicine), 413

diagnosis (psychology), 128

diagnosis, medical self, 414

dialect, 237

dialog, 193

dialog management, 236

diary, 146

diction, 482

dictionary definition (language), 219

dictionary order, 428

dictionary, data, 101

Diffie-Hellman encryption, 557

diffusion of information, 331, 520

diffusion of innovation, 159

digital asset management system, 245

digital convergence, 21, 471

digital encryption standard (DES), 559

digital footprint, 317

digital forensics (archives), 271

digital forensics (security), 293

digital ink, 199

digital lives, 146, 439

digital logic, 570

digital object identifier (DOI), 562

digital preservation, 269

digital rights management (DRM), 313

digital signal processing (DSP), 572

digital signature, 557

digitization, 429

dimensional data model, 261

dimensionality reduction, 174, 527

directed graph, 515

disability, 142

disambiguation, word sense, 443

disaster archive, 264
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disaster planning, 330

discipline, academic, 363, 380

disclosure, 24, 321

disclosure of information, 171

discourse, 7, 224

discourse community, 186

discourse processing, 447

discourse, classroom, 199

discourse, public, 322

discourse, task-oriented, 233

discourse, tutoring, 193

discourse, verbal, 224

discourse, visual, 477

discovery (legal informatics), 329

discovery, information, 24

discrete cosine transformation (DCT), 510

discrete math, 514, 539

discrete-event simulation, 395

discussion, collaborative, 82

discussion, task-oriented, 233

disease informatics, 417

disease vector, 520

disease, patient management, 416

disfluency (speech), 482

disinformation, 166, 296

disintermediation, 337

disjunctive normal form (DNF), 530

display, video, 573

disruptive technology, 89, 340, 392

dissent, 322

dissonance, 171

dissonance, cognitive, 132

distance education, 200

distributed cognition, 175

distributed design, 99

distributed development environments, 287

distributed learning, 200

distributed manufacturing, 352

distributed representation, 29

distributed systems, 275

distributional semantics, 457

dithering, 510

division of labor, 85, 155, 182

DNA, 318, 408, 409

docent, 201

docudrama, 206

document, 37

document communities, 186

document compilation, 450

document frequency, 527

document identification, 434

document layout, 429

document management systems, 256

document recognition, visual, 431

document structure, 38

document type definition (DTD), 38

document, government, 321

document, requirements, 284

documentary context (archives), 268

documentation, 38

documentation strategy (archives), 265

documentation, interface, 289

domain informatics, 408

domain ontology, 36

domain structure, 223

domain-specific modeling, 397

dominance, social, 154

dopamine, 133, 554

drama, 170, 493

drama management, 145

dramatic arc, 229

drift, semantic, 214

DRM, digital rights management, 313

drone (privacy), 318

drooping tail (power law), 541

DSS, decision support system, 81

dualism, mind-body, 135

Dublin Core, 45

Dublin Core, education, 198

Dublin Core, video, 490

due diligence, 163, 255

due process, 328

duplicate detection, 315

duplicate record, 104

dynamic content, 384

dynamic planning, 93

dynamic pricing, 333

dynamical system, 395, 542

dyslexia, 143

E2E voting security, 539

EAD, encoded archival description, 269

ebXML, electronic business XML, 356

echo chamber (opinion), 77

ecology, genre, 232

ecology, information, 88

ecology, network, 518

ecology, repository, 21

ecommerce, 356

economics, 332

economy of scale, 21, 354, 373

economy, gift, 287

economy, knowledge, 361

economy, virtual, 335
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eCopy (library), 246

ecosystem, information, 245

edge detection, 475

Edge Rank, 162

edit distance, 443

editing, film, 491

edition (collections), 44

editor, scientific publication, 380

education, 190

educational institution, 362

educational system, 362

effector, 118

efficiency (production), 343

efficiency, computational, 92

eGovernment, 321

eigenvector, 528

elastic price, 333

elasticity, 333

election, 324, 539

electronic commerce, 356

electronic health record (EHR), 416

electronic record, 258

electronic voting, 325

elicitation, requirements, 283

email, 440

email preservation, 269, 441

embargo, data, 405

embedded assessment, 194

embodiment, 137

emergence (complex systems), 10

emergency preparedness and response, 330

emergency response, 330

emergent computation, 549

emergent concept, 387

emergent perception, 115

emergent phenomena, 543

emergent property, 11

emergent social action, 159

emergent system, 12

emoticon, 429

emotion, 132, 133

empathy, 157, 171, 172, 553

employees, 85

emulation, 270

emulation, system, 270

encapsulation (object-oriented), 104

encapsulation, knowledge representation, 221

encapsulation, preservation, 270

encoded archival description, (EAD), 269

encoding, 114, 430

encryption, 556

encyclopedia, 76, 380, 442

end-user programming, 146

endangered language, 214

engagement, aesthetics, 134

engagement, student, 200

engagement, user (content), 373

engagement, user (entertainment), 89

engagement, user (games), 134

engegement, student, 195

engine, story, 229

engineering, 393

engineering, business processes, 346

engineering, interface, 139

engineering, software, 282

enlightened self-interest, 341

Enlightenment, 392

entailment (logic), 226

enterprise content management, 256

enterprise resource planning (ERP), 93, 250, 261

entertainment, 89, 471, 492

entity, 9

entity (databases), 101

entity resolution, 446

entity-relationship (ER) data model, 102

entrepreneurial commons, 372

entrepreneurship, 372

entropy (information), 505

entropy minimization (EM), 524

enumeration (indexing), 52

environment, collaboration, 177

environmental scanning (organizational), 253

epic poetry, 483

epidemic (disease), 417

epidemic (information), 160, 462, 520

epidemic (network flow), 519

epidemiology, 417

episode (story), 229

episodic memory, 121

epistemic community, 326

epistemological potential, 52

epistemology, 24, 33

equilibrium, 10

equilibrium (dynamical systems), 543

equilibrium (game theory), 538

eReaders, 367

ergonomics, 138

errands (family), 65

errata (newspaper), 369

errors (human behavior), 121

eScholarship, 379

escience, 400

escrow (archival), 272

escrow (contract), 351
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escrow (encryption key), 557

espionage, 296

essay grading (automated), 439

eternity server, 270

ethics (journalistic), 369

ethics (scholarship), 380

ethics and law, 325

ethics, information, 204

ethics, normative, 225

ethno-classification, 188

EULA, 371

evacuation, models, 330

evaluation, educational technology, 195

evaluation, information statistics, 291

evaluation, modeling and simulation, 397

evaluation, retrieval, 77

evaluation, software, 287

evaluation, usability, 141

event, 125, 424

event (history), 226

event ontology, 36

event processing, 107

events, 2, 118

everyday economic decision making, 341

everyday inference, 122

everyday information seeking, 65

everyday information skills, 202

everyday social inference, 171

everyday social structures, 154

evidence, 558

evidence (archives and records), 258

evidence (argumentation), 227

evidence (attribution), 170

evidence (history), 206

evidence (medicine), 414

evidence, circumstantial, 171

evidence, document, 271

evidence, legal, 329

evidence, science, 388

evidence-based decisions, 78

evidence-based medicine, 414

evocative object, 170

evolution game theory, 411

evolutionary system, 269

evolutionary system (games), 494

evoting, 325

exaggeration, 166

exception handling, 95, 183

exchange system (economics), 332

exchange, social, 153, 161

exclusion, robot, 459

exhaustivity (description), 35

exhibit (museum), 201

exhibits, museum, 273

expectation, 127

expectation, social, 165

experience management, 134, 493

experiential information systems, 19

experiential technologies, 24

expert referral, 461

expert system, 532

expertise, 78, 93, 123, 124, 460

explanation, 99, 226

explanation, science, 387

explicit user model, 145

exploratory data analysis, 406, 408

exploratory search, 71

expository content, 226

expression recognition, 171

expressiveness, computer language, 240

extended Dublin Core, 45

eXtensible Markup Language (XML), 38

external memory, 146

externality (economics), 334

extraction, attributes and ontologies, 447

extractive summarization, 449

extrinsic reward, 136

eye movements, images, 116

eye movements, reading, 437

eyewitness testimony, 208

fabrication, personal, 354

fabula, 230

face recognition, 320

face-to-face interaction, 178, 179, 214

facet (classification), 51

facet analysis, 52

facial display, 133

facial expression, 234

facial expression, avatar, 134

facial expressions, 486

fact, 24

fact checking, 369

factoid extraction, 447

factory-floor scheduling, 354

fad, 154, 172

failure analysis, 253

fair use, 310

fairness rule, 538

faith, 385

false alarm, 537

falsifability, 388

familiarity and preference, 134

family, 155, 258
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family records, 146

family resemblance categories, 31

family search, 464

fandom, 187

FAQs, frequently asked questions, 75

fashion, 495

fast fail (entrepreneurship), 372

fast Fourier transformation (FFTs), 512

fear (attitude change), 132

feasible region, 540

feature analysis (scaling), 78

feature extraction, 29, 449

feature selection, 3

Federalist Papers, 448

federated search, 276

feedback, 253, 542, 549

feedback (design), 292

feedback (education), 193, 198

feedback, conversational, 233

feedback, in reinforcement learning, 547

feedback, relevance, 452

fiction, 488

fiction, interactive, 231

field theory, 130

fielded search, 455

fight or flight (emotion), 132

file sharing, 275

film archive, 263

film editing, 491

film noir, 232

filter bubble, 174

filtering (text), 70

filtering out, 441

filtering, visualization, 478

filtering, Web, 453

financial model, 351

financial records, 345

finding aid, 268, 269

finding people, 460

fingerprint (biometric), 394

fingerprint (copy detection), 314

finite state machine, 105

First Amendment (U.S.), 305

first mover advantage, 373

first sale (copyright), 310

first-person game, 487

first-person point of view (games), 493

fixed point (dynamical systems), 543

fixity, 258

flocking, 12, 174

floor control, 236

flow (system dynamics), 544

flow chart, 107

fMRI, functional MRI, 552

FOAF, friend-of-a-friend-network, 158

focus and context (visualization), 477

focus, discourse, 223

fog of war, 297

FOIA, Freedom of Information Act, 306

folk psychology, 113

folksonomy, 53

font, 428

food labeling, 327

foraging, information, 73

force (science), 387

force feedback, 119

forecasting, 81, 354

foreign language reading and writing aid, 465

forensics, 558

forensics, digital (archives), 271

forensics, digital (security), 293

forensics, network, 275

forgetting (cognition), 121

forgetting (personal information), 318

form factor, 140

formal language, 240

formal language, knowledge representation, 532

formant, 482

format registry, 267

format validation, 267

formative design, 98

formative development, 285

fortune cookie, 130

forward chaining, 532

forward-backward algorithm, 524

FOSS, 371

Fourth Amendment (U.S.), 315

fractal, 542

fractal compression, 510

frame, 124

frame difference (video), 512

frame, knowledge representation, 29, 446

frame, lexical, 222

frames, 531

framing (problem analysis), 91

framing (problem solving), 91

fraud, 163

fraud detection, 168

fraud, credit card, 168

fraud, science, 388

FRBR, 46

FRBR, data sets, 400

free parameters (mathematical models), 540

free rider (economics), 336
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free will, 125

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 306

freedom of speech, 305

freedom of the press, 369

frequently asked question (FAQ), 75

friend-of-a-friend-network, (FOAF), 158

full-text indexing, 454

function word, 457

functional appraisal, 265

functional category, 31

functional explanation, 387

functional grammar, 222

functional programming, 146

functional requirements, 283

Functional Requirements for Bibliographical Records (FRBR),

44

functionality preservation, 270

functionality, language, 223

funding (science), 392

fusion, information, 407

fusion, sensor, 575

futures market, 333, 335

fuzzy logic, 533

gag order, 328

gambling, 332

game (dialog management), 236

game of life, 546

game theory, 80, 332, 537

game theory, biology, 411

game tree, 516

game, digital, 491

game, health, 414

game, language, 220

game, social, 161

game, violence, 189

Games With a Purpose, 53

gamesnamship, information, 166

gamification, 136, 173, 193

gamification (user interaction), 134

gap analysis, 85

garden path (parsing), 444, 523

gate keeper, 184

gaze, 180, 234

gazetteer, geographic, 419

GDSS, group decision support systems, 82

genealogy, 258

generalization, 547, 549

generate and test (problem solving), 92

generation, language, 444

generative model, 9, 444

generative model (language), 218

genetic algorithm, 551

genetic privacy, 318

genetics, 410

genomics, 409

genre theory, 232

genre, access, 69, 70

genre, media, 232

genre, music, 479

geographic (geospatial) information system (GIS), 420

geon, 495

georeferencing, 421

gestalt perception, 115

gesture, 234, 486

gesture input, 119

gift economy, 287

given-new (discourse), 225

global positioning system (GPS), 565

globalization, 342

GNU software license, 371

goal hierarchy, 85

goal, organizational, 182, 347

gossip, 235, 238

governance (information system), 290

governance (metadata), 52

governance, information infrastructure, 278

governance, information system, 291

government, 320

grammar, 522

grammar, discourse, 226

grammar, formal, 239

grammar, semantic, 221

grammar, sign language, 215

grammar, transformational, 218

grammatical category, 217

grandmother cell, 554

graph (Web), 59

graph drawing, 516

graph, quantitative, 406

grapheme, 427

graphic design, 428

gray literature, 380

Great Firewall, 307

grid cell, 553

grid computing, 279, 571

grounded language, 223

group decision support systems (GDSS), 82

group formation, 202

group, small, 174

groupthink, 174, 178

groupware, 177

guided tour (hypertext), 56

guild, 186
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guilt (attitude change), 132

habit, 195

habit analysis, 361

haggling, 360

handle, resource identification, 562

handwriting, 430, 432

Hansard, 327

haptics, 119

hardware, 572

hashing, 558

head-mounted display, 574

health care, 413

health information, disaster, 331

hearsay evidence, 329

hedging (discourse), 225, 227

help desk, 235

help system, 290

heuristic, 17, 123

heuristic (interaction design), 138

Hidden Markov Model (HMM), algorithms, 523

Hidden Markov Model (HMM), speech, 485

Hidden-Markov Model (HMM), code-breaking, 556

hierarchy (categories in cognition), 120

hierarchy (graph theory), 515

hierarchy (semantic relationships), 32

hierarchy, browsing, 70

hierarchy, classification, 34

hierarchy, concept, 35

hierarchy, document, 38

hierarchy, goal, 85

hierarchy, organizational, 183, 344

high-performance information processing, 399

hill climbing, 549

hippocampus, 554

historical narrative, 422

historical society, 263

history, 205, 434

history (user interaction), 148

history of printing, 233, 367

history of technology, 394

history, query, 451

history, version, 525

history-enriched object, 149

hoarding, information, 167

home, 156, 170

homeostasis, 10, 542

homology, graph, 517

homophone, 481

honest broker, 369

honeypot, 295

honorific, 238

horoscope, 130

hospital, 414

hub (Web), 59

human emulation, 491

human factors, 138

human information processing, 113

human language technology (HLT), 427

human-computer interface (HCI), 137

human-machine system, 116

human-mediated Internet task, 337

humanities, 380, 385

humanities, digital, 435

humanities, spatial, 418

humanoid robots, 498

humor, 133

hyper-local news, 370

hypermedia, 473

hypertext map, 56

hypothesis generation, 388

hypothesis space, 92

hysteresis, 543

hysteria, 172

icon (desktop), 476

iconic gesture, 486

iconography (image), 471

ideation, 82

identification, person, 320

identity, 33, 170

identity (objects), 33

identity theft, 168, 317

identity, virtual, 170

ideology, 129

illocutionary act, 224

image compression, 510

image extraction, 435

image memory, 121

image processing, 475, 509

image representation, 475

image, medical, 414

imitation, 172

imitation (language learning), 216

impact factor (journal), 384

impact, scholarship, 384

implicit user model, 145

imposter, 203

impression (search engine advertising), 359

impression management, 155, 169

impressionism, 472

improvisation (organizational), 86, 95

incentive, 136, 184, 195, 332, 336, 341

inclusion, digital, 185
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incubator, 372

index, back-of-the-book, 54

index, citation, 382

indexing, Web, 458

indicative abstract, 54

indigenous control of cultural, 189

indirection (computer programs), 97

individual differences, 141

indoor location, 565

induction (influence), 534

induction, scientific, 388

industrial commons, 372

industrial espionage, 297

industrial organization, 345

industrial policy, 321

inertial navigation system (INS), 565

inference, 17, 122

inference, logic, 36, 529

inference, probabilities, 535

inflection (speech), 482

influence diagram, 226

infometric, 383, 451

informatics, 17, 18, 379

Information and communication technology for develop-

ment (ICTD), 342

information architecture, 4, 429

information assurance, 272, 293

information behavior, culture, 187

information culture, 189

information design, 40, 58

information diffusion, 159

information discovery, 383

information economics, 361

information environment, 88

information ethics, 204

information exchange, 238

information extraction, 445

information filtering, 70

information flow, 250

information fusion, 407

information gain, 535

information good, 364

information literacy, 202

information model, 44

information model (GIS), 419

information model, archival, 262

information needs (document), 68

information needs, organizational, 257

information network, 59

information offering, 236

information operations (warfare), 297

information prescription, 415

information quality, 16

information security, 556

information service, 245

information structure, 4, 477

information valuation, 506

information value chain, 23, 257

information warfare, 298

informative abstract, 54

infrastructure, 20

infringement, copyright, 309

inheritance, 32, 34, 530

inheritance, multiple, 50

inheritance, object-oriented, 104

innovation, 355, 372

innovation network, 372

innovation, organizational, 252

inoculation (epidemics), 519

inoculation, attitude change, 132

inquiry-based learning, 192, 198

installed base, 373

instance, 33

instance (collections), 44

instance (object-oriented model), 104

instant messaging, IM, 442

institution, 184

institution (information), 245

institution, cultural and memory, 188

institution, democratic, 322

institution, financial, 338

institution, information, 22, 245

institution, knowledge, 362

institutional dialog, 237

institutional repositories, 363

institutional repository (library), 363

instruction, 84

instruction management system (IMS), 201

instructional system design (ISD), 191

instrument, scientific, 390

instrumental learning, 549

insult, 238, 322

insurance, medical, 416

insurgency, 298

integrated library system, ILS, 247

integrative bargaining, 84

integrity (records), 206

integrity constraint, 36

intellectual property, 307, 363

intelligence, 24

intelligence analysis, 296

intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), 193

intention, 7, 131

intention, attribution, 170
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inter-disciplinarity, 363

interaction artifact, 180

interaction design, 100, 177

interaction history, 148

interactive fiction, 488

interactive story, 493

interactivity, museums, 274

interactor model, 6

interlingua, 221, 466

intermediary, search, 74

Internet literacy, 203

internet of things, 496, 575

Internet protocol, 568

interoperability, 97, 353, 401

interpretation (history), 205

interpretation (museums), 201

interpretation, cultural, 238, 465

interruption (task), 88

intertextuality, 232, 438

interview, reference, 74

interview, requirements, 283

intimacy, mediated, 135

intranet, 257

intrinsic motivation, 135

intrinsic reward, 136

inventory, 353, 355, 544

inverse document frequency (idf), 527

inverted index, 526

investigative reporting, 368, 369

is-a relationship, 32

issue tracking, 82

issue-based analysis, 182, 227

item-response testing, 194

iterative algorithm, 522

ivory tower, 362

jargon, 186, 237

jazz, 479

job analysis, 85, 140

job design, 183

jobs, 340

joe job (online reputation), 163

joint application development, JAD, 284

joint review and testing (JRT), 288

journalism, 24, 368

journalism, science, 393

judiciary, 328

jurisprudence, 327

jursiprudence, 307

jury, 175

just-in-time manufacturing, 354

justice, virtual worlds, 335

kerning (typesetting), 428

key management (encryption), 557

key, database, 521

kinship, 155

kite (social networks), 519

knowledge economy, 361

knowledge extraction, 252

knowledge management, 250

knowledge market, 364

knowledge organization system (KOS), 33, 40, 419

knowledge representation, 2, 33, 35, 221

knowledge skill, 195

knowledge strategy, 69

knowledge work, 362

knowledge, institution, 362

knowledgebase, 34, 35

known-item search, 71

Labanotation, 487

laboratory notebook, 391

landmark (personal), 147

landmark (spatial orientation), 423

landmarks, temporal, 424

landscape modeling, 418

landuse, 419

language model (speech recognition), 485

language, computer programming, 240

language, formal, 240, 532

language, natural, 213

language, visual, 476

Large-scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM),

472

last-mile problem, 568

latent semantic indexing, 527

latent variable (structural equations), 544

Latin alphabet, 427

lattice (graph theory), 515

law (government), 327

law (science), 387

law (society), 326

law enforcement, 296, 328

law of unintended consequences, 341

law, intellectual property, 312

law, software failure, 288

layering (complexity), 97

layout, document, 429

layout, page, 58

leadership, 175

lean manufacturing, 352

learned society, 186, 379, 380

learning, 23

learning and cognition, 123
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learning and education, 190

learning and motivation, 136

learning by doing, 191

learning curve, manufacturing, 352

learning environment, 199

learning management system (LMS), 198

learning object, 198

learning organization, 253

learning sciences, 190

learning, human language, 215

learning, machine, 547

learning, organization, 344

learning, organizational, 253

learning, social, 171

learning, spell correction, 443

least effort, principle of, 214

least-squares, 540

lecture (academic), 389

legacy software, 282

legal informatics, 329

legislative history, 327

legitimacy (community), 185

lending (library), 247

lens (visualization), 478

lesson plan (teaching), 199

lessons learned, 253

lexical frame, 222

lexical semantics, 219

lexicography, 219

lexicon, formal, 240

lexicon, natural language, 216

liability, medical, 416

libel, 306

library exception (copyright), 309

library, case-based reasoning, 535

library, data, 402

library, design, 98

library, music, 480

library, project, 348

library, traditional, 246

libre software, 371

license, copyright, 309

license, software, 371

licensing and contracts, content, 366

lifecycle (content), 13, 14, 266

lifecycle (product), 352

lifecycle (system and software), 20, 285

lifelogging, 147

linear model, 81, 540

linear predictive coding (LPC), 512

lingua franca, 215

linguistic marker, 481

linguistic relativity, 215

linguistics, 213

link analysis (Web), 59

link farm, 359, 454

link resolution, 562

link rot, 458

linked data, 36, 45, 158, 365, 398

linking, hypertext, 54

lip reading, 143

list (knowledge structure), 34

literacy (reading), 436

literacy, health, 417

literacy, information, 202

literacy, science, 393

literacy, visual, 476

literary analysis, 448

literary criticism, 435

literary form, 232

literature linking, 383

literature, children’s, 197

literature-related discovery (science), 384

load balancing, 278

load, cognitive, 121

local area network, 566

local history, 205

location analytics, 418

location data, 316

location privacy, 316

location-based services, 320

location-specific search, 420

locative media, 418

locking, two-phase, 561

LOCKSS (preservation), 578

log file, Web server, 562

log, query (search engine), 451

logic, 36, 529

logic, Boolean, 102, 529

logical relevance, 76

logistics, 352

long tail, 357, 541

Look→Decide→Do, 15, 67, 157

lossy and lossless compression, 508

loyalty card, 357

loyalty, brand, 164

LPC, linear predictive coding, 512

lurker (chat group), 442

machine language, 570

machine learning, 123, 547

machine learning (adaptive production systems), 532

machine learning, search engine, 458

machine readable cataloging (MARC) records, 44
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machine translation, 465

machine-processable data sets, 402, 404

macro-appraisal, 265

macroeconomics, 338

maintenance, software, 288

making markets, 332

Malthus, 397

malware, 296

management information system (MIS), 250, 343

management, collection, 248

management, crisis, 330

management, data, 402

management, enterprise content, 256

management, information system, 291

management, organizational, 183, 343

management, project, 347

management, reputation, 163

manager, data, 402

mania, 154

manipulative, virtual, 196

manufacturing, 352

manuscript (book), 434

manuscript (letters), 434

map, 421

map, hypertext, 56

MARC, machine readable cataloging records, 44

market (economics), 332

market, electronic, 337

market, knowledge, 364

market-basket analysis, 357

marketing, 357

markets, financial, 336

Markov model, 444

markup, math, 408

markup, music, 479

markup, XML, 38

mashup, 309, 471

mass customization, 354

mass digitization, 435

mass media, 373

mass personalization, 145

mass preservation, 271

massively multiplayer game, 493

massively multiplayer games (MMOG), 186

master class (education), 199

matching market, 336

matchmaking (dating), 157

material culture, 273

materiality, 400

mathematical model, 539

mathematics, 407

mathematics, teaching, 196

MathML, 408

maxims (norms) for conversation, 235

maximum entropy, 506

meaning, 4, 218

means-ends analysis, 92

measurement (metrology), 390

media, 373

media aggregators, 462

media genre, 232

media literacy, 204

media richness theory, 179

media space, 181, 471

media, social, 160

mediation, 84

medical discourse, 237

medical informatics, 411

medical record, 260, 416

medical summaries, 415

meeting (small group), 178

meeting talk, 237

meetings, 178

member-mediated community, 186

meme, 8

memorial site, 135

memory bias, 120

memory institution, 245

memory practice, 262

memory studies, 205, 261

memory, community, 186

memory, expectation, 127

memory, human, 120, 122

memory, organizational, 252

memory, social, 208, 483

mental model, 127

mental model, group, 178

menu, visual, 56

merger (organizational), 258

mesh network, 571

message passing, 104

meta-cognition, 195

meta-cognition (information needs), 69

meta-design, 145

metabolic cost, cognition, 552

metabolism, brain, 553

metadata, 43, 51

metadata extraction, 435

metadata harvesting, 279

metadata quality, 292

metadata, archival, 267

metadata, collection, 249

metadata, data, 398

metadata, educational, 198
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metadata, map, 422

metadata, rights, 313

metadata, simulation, 395

metadata, software, 286

metadata, video, 489

metadex, 54

metaphor, 220, 476

metaphor (design), 88

metaphor (language), 221

metaphor, language, 213

metaverse, 19, 418, 497

Metcalfe’s Law, 334

method patent, 312

method, object-oriented model, 104

metrics, 291

metrics, reputation, 164

metrics, scholarship, 384

metrics, science, 392

metrology, 390

METS, Multimedia Encoding and Transmission Stan-

dard, 282

micro-banking, 338

micro-blog, 160, 370

micro-blogging, 160

micro-data, 43

micro-format, 365

micro-payment, 338

micro-service, 279

micro-targeting advertising, 360

microdata, 458

microeconomics, 340

microphone, 572

migration, preservation, 270

military intelligence, 297

min-max, 538

min-max pruning, 516

mind map, 125

mind-body dualism, 135

mining ecommerce data, 361

mining financial records, 168

mining sentiment, 462

mining, data, 407

mirror neuron, 553

mirror world, 418, 423

MIS, management information system, 250

misinformation, 166, 463

mission statement, 350

mixed reality, 497

mixed-initiative systems, 498

mobile device, 89

mobile devices, 88

mobile service, 441

mobility, data, 403

modality, communication, 179

modality, disability, 142

modality, linguistic, 214

modality, sensory, 115

model theory, 240

model, community, 186

model, conceptual interface, 289

model, data, 101

model, designer’s, 98

model, dynamic, 2

model, economic, 339

model, information, 44

model, mathematical, 539

model, multimedia, 473

model, object-oriented, 104

model, scientific, 389

model-based simulation, 396

modeling, 395

modeling behavior, 172

modeling, community behavior, 169

modeling, requirements, 284

modeling, spatial, 423

models, science, 387

moderator, 442

mods, game, 494

modular testing (software), 288

monetary system, 332, 339

monetization, 337

money, 337

money laundering, 168

monitization, social media, 161

monopoly, information, 364

montage (film), 491

MOOC, 201

mood, 134

mood management, 134

Moore’s Law, 21

moral (narrative), 231

moral judgment (brain science), 555

moral right, 312

morpheme (speech), 481

morpheme (text), 216

motherese, 237

motif (story), 230

motion capture, 491

motion graphics, 428

motion pattern analysis, 486

motion planning, 486

motivation, 132, 135, 341

motivation, social, 171

motor behavior, 119
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move, discourse, 225

MP3 audio, 512

MPEG- 1 and MPEG-2, 513

MPEG- 7, 490

MPEG-21, 282

MPEG-A, 282

MPEG-V, 48

multi-agent semantic web, 158, 278

multi-agent system, 278

multi-attribute choice, 538

multi-attribute utility (MAUT), 538

multi-document summarization, 450

multi-loop feedback, 11

multi-tasking, 121

multicore processor, 571

multidimensional scaling (MDS), 548

multimedia model, 473

multimodal interaction, 119

multiple inheritance, 50, 530

multiscale simulation, 396

multiscale view, 477

multivalent document, 435

museum, 201, 273

music, 478

music industry, 363

musical information retrieval, 480

mutation (genetic algorithm), 551

mutual causation, 541

myth, 231

name normalization, 104

named-entity extraction, 446

names and naming, 33

namespace (XML), 44

narrative, 229

narrative (belief systems), 130

narrative reasoning, 123

narrative, hypermedia, 491

narratology, 488

natural computing, 411

natural language, 213

natural language parsing, 444

navigation, 59, 565

navigation, Polynesian, 423

navigation, social, 172

navigation, spatial, 424

near-field communication (NFC), 575

nearshoring, 343

necessary and sufficient conditions, 126

needs, affective, 89

needs, user, 284

negative results, science, 388

negotiation, 83, 360

negotiation, query, 75

neogeography, 423

neologism, 221

nervous system, 119

net neutrality, 569

netwar, 298

network data, 276

network ecology, 518

network economy, 568

network effect, 334

network flow, 544

network visualization, 384

network, conceptual, 125

network, sensor, 575

network, signed, 155

network, social, 158

neural network, 549, 554

neural plasticity, 552

neural prosthetics, 555

neurotechnology, 555

neurotransmitter, 554

neutral viewpoint, 24

neutral viewpoint (Wikipedia), 442

new media preservation, 269

newbie (chat group), 442

news, 370

news group, 441

news searching, 462

news summarization, 450

newspaper, 365

noise cancellation, 484

noisy channel (information theory), 507

non-disclosure agreement, 312

non-functional requirements, 283

non-linear model, 543

non-verbal interaction, 236

norm, conversational, 235

norm, social, 165, 187

normal form (Booleans), 530

normalization (database), 521

normalization (text retrieval), 526

normalization, name, 104

normative ethics, 225

nosology, 413

notability, 442

notary, 205

note taking, 438

notebook, laboratory, 391

notification system, 147

novel (literature), 232

novelty, 135
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numeracy, 407

obfuscation, 16, 166

object-oriented design, 4, 104

object-recognition, 475

objectivity, 24

obligation, 155

oblivion, right to, 318

obscurity, practical, 318

observatory, virtual, 407

Occam’s Razor, 387

OCR (optical character recognition), 430

office procedures, 255

office work, 183

onion routing, 318

online communities, 186

ontological design, 351

ontology, 35, 267, 530

ontology (semantic web), 402

ontology extraction, 447

ontology, design, 100

ontology, gene, 409

ontology, medical, 412

ontology, personal, 146

open access (scholarly publishing), 381

open bug reports, 288

open content, 367

open data, 405

open data, government, 259, 306

open government, 321

open innovation, 372

open metadata, 53

open notebook science, 391

open society, 7

open source software, 372

open-archives initiative, protocol for metadata harvest-

ing (OAI-PHM), 279

open-source, 346

open-source medical research, 412

opera, 479

operational definition, 388

operations research, 349

opinion, 166

opinion extraction, 447

opinion, public, 323

opinions, 129

opportunity cost, 78

opt-in and opt-out (copyright), 308

opt-in and opt-out (privacy), 317

optical character recognition (OCR), 430

optimism bias, 129

optimization, 94

optimization, factory floor, 354

optimization, GIS, 418

optimization, search engine, 359

oral history, 483

orality, 483

oratory, 227, 483

order fulfillment, 357

order relationship, 32

organization (information resources), 15

organization (social), 182, 257

organization, virtual, 343

organizational memory, 252

organizer, cognitive, 438

orientation (attention), 115

original order, 268

orthography, 428

outcome based metrics, 291

outcome-based assessment, 194

outcomes, educational, 195

outsourcing, 346

over-constrained task, 94

over-fitting (models), 540

over-generalization, 549

over-learning, 547

OWL, Web Ontology Language, 42

ownership, 266

P2P, peer-to-peer systems, 275

packet (network), 566

page layout, 59

PageRank algorithm, 528

pain, 554

pan-opticon, 319

paradigm (science), 389

parallel computer, 571

parameter learning, 547

paraphrase, 219

parental surveillance, 319

parity bit, 577

parliamentary system, 326

parody, 310

parser, spatial, 432

parsing (algorithms), 522

parsing events, 118

parsing mathematics, 408

parsing, natural language, 444

parsing, visual, 476

partial order planning, 94

participatory culture, 472

participatory design, 99

participatory problem solving, 82

participiatory culture, 188
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particle flurry (visualization), 406

partitioning, graph, 517

partonomies, 33

parts of speech (POS), 217, 444

patent, 312, 363

patent search, 464

path query, 459

pathfinder network, 517

patient information, 415

patient record, 416

pattern recognition, neural networks, 550

pattern-based surveillance, 317

paywall, 366

pearl growing, 72

pedagogy, 191

peer review, scholarly, 381

peer review, student, 193

peer-to-peer system, P2P, 275

peering, Internet, 569

pen tile, 574

pen-based interface, 432

people finder, 460

perceived relevance, 77

perception, image, 475

perception, remote, 181

perception, social, 170

performance (human action), 487

performance rights, 309

performance support, 290

performative (linguistics), 224

period room, 273

perishable good, 334

perlocutionary act, 224

permanence level (metadata), 267

persona-based design, 107, 139

personal collection, 146

personal fabrication and manufacturing, 354

personal genomics, 410

personal health record (PHR), 416

personal information management, 146, 208

personal narrative, 170

personal relevance, 76

personal robot, 498

personal search, 147

personality rights, 312

personalization, 145

personalized health care, 415

personalized hypertext, 57

personalized search, 463

personnel, 352

persuadability (advertising), 358

persuasion, 132, 175

persuasive games, 494

persuasive technology, 132

PERT chart, 348

perverse incentive, 336

Petri net, 107, 353

phishing, 163, 203, 296

phoneme, 480

phoneme segmentation, 485

phonetic alphabet, 427

phonics, 437

phonology, 480

photo forensics, 271

photo journalism, 204

photo-sequencing, 475

photography, 475

phrase (natural language), 217

phrase search, 455

phrase-structure grammar, 217

pidgin, 215

pipeline (computation), 571

piracy (copyright), 309

pixel, 509

PKI, public-key infrastructure, 560

plagiarism, 205, 315

plan recognition, 95

plan, discourse, 225

planning, 93

planning (narrative), 231

planning motion, 119

planning, conversation, 236

planning, preservation, 272

planning, story, 229

platform, publishing, 365

platform, service, 279

platform, social media, 161

plausibility, 78

play (entertainment), 491

play (games), 491

player model, 487

player modeling, 494

plot, narrative, 231

podcast indexing, 484

poetics, 488

poetry, 134, 483

point of sale system, 357

point of view (games), 493

point of view (narrative), 229

point of view (summarization), 450

point of view, neutral, 24, 442

pointification (gaming), 196

points economy, 164

polarity classification, 462
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polarity, verbal, 447

policy, acceptable use, 313

policy, document retention, 266

policy, information privacy, 315

policy, media, 373

policy, organizational, 343

policy, privacy, 316

policy, publishing, 366

policy, science, 392

policy, security, 295

policy, social, 325

politeness, 238

political activism, 162

political party, 325

political science, 321

politicial science, 325

politics (organizations), 184

polling, 323, 325

poly-representation, 121

polygraph, 394

polyhierarchy, 50

polymers, information, 408

Polynesian navigation, 423, 483

polysemy, 221

popular memory archive, 264

popularity (social network), 158

popup navigation, 424

portal, 88

positioning (discussion), 236

positive predictive value, 413

poverty, information, 87, 88

power (organizations), 184

power (social), 164

power law, 541

power, soft, 296

practical action, 84, 183

practice, community of, 186

practice, organizational, 183

practice-based design, 9

pragmatics, 223

pre-attentive processing, 115

precedent (law), 326

precision (metrology), 390

precision and recall, 77, 456

predicate, 35

predicate (natural language), 217

predicate logic, 530

prediction, 11, 81, 354, 397

prediction market, 323

preference (choice), 79

preference, modality, 180

PREMIS, 281

prescriptive learning, 191

presence, social, 179

presence, teaching, 200

preservation metadata, 267

preservation planning, 272

preservation, games, 494

preservation, video, 577

prestige (social network), 158

preventative medicine, 414

price (economics), 333

price comparison, 333

pricing, 333

primary data, 398

primary source, 206, 434

prime number (encryption), 556

prime number (teaching), 196

priming (language), 122

priming, neurons, 553

print, culture, 368

printing and print culture, 367

privacy, 315

privacy (sensor network), 576

privacy literacy, 203

privacy preserving data mining, 357, 407

privacy, browsing history, 451

privacy, ecommerce, 357

privacy, genomic, 410

pro, 128

probability, 534

problem solving, 90

problem solving (diagnosis), 128

problem solving, distributed, 571

problem structuring methods (PSM), 92

problem-based learning, 192

problem-behavior graph, 73

procedural knowledge, 84, 127

procedural memory, 121

procedural models, 532

procedural programming language, 532

procedural rhetoric, 227

procedurality (games), 493

procedure, 2, 84

procedure, abstract, 4

procedure, cognition, 121

process, 2

process coordination, 86

process documentation (provenance), 403

process model, 346, 387

process support system, 94

processes (organizational), 182, 345

procurement, 352

product catalog, 358
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product lifecycle, 352

product reputation, 163

product review, 359

production (commerce), 352

production system (logic programming), 532

productivity (economic), 340

productivity, work, 183

profession, 186

professional association, 186

professional ethics, 204

professional practice, 186

professional, information, 205

program correctness, 287

programming language, 196, 240

programming, computer, 570

programming, end-user, 146

programming, multimedia content, 491

progress, 394

project archive, 179

project management, 347

project management, archives, 272

project-based learning, 191, 192

prolog (programming language), 532

prominence, query term, 527

promise, 165, 351

pronoun reference, 222

pronunciation, 481

proof verification, 408

property rights, 259, 332

proposition, 35

proposition (linguistics), 217

proposition, knowledge representation, 221

propositional logic, 529

proprioception, 115

prosody, 481

protagonist, 231

proteomics, 409

protests, political, 323

protocol, 140

protocol for metadata-harvesting protocol (OAI-MHP),

279

protocol, agent communication, 241

protocol, cryptographic, 560

protocol, ecommerce, 356

prototype (category), 31, 120

prototype (user interface), 137

prototyping (design), 99

provenance, 165, 266

provenance (archival), 267

provenance (data set), 402

provenance (legal evidence), 329

provenance (physical objects), 274

provenance (vocabulary), 36

provenance, scientific workflow, 391

proximity search, 455

proximity, social, 155

pruning, graph, 517

pseudo code, 285

pseudo-science, 387, 393

pseudonym system, 560

psychological model, 120

psychology, 136

psyops, 298

public administration, 321

public choice theory, 321

public discourse, 322

public domain (copyright), 309

public good (economics), 333

public health information, 417

public history, 206

public humanities, 245

public library, 249

public recommendation, 172

public understanding of science, 393

public-key encryption, 557, 559

publishing, 365

pulse code modulation (PCM), 511

pulsing attacks, 298

punctuated equilibrium, 543

punctuation, visual, 476

pundit, 322

punishment, 328

puzzle, 493

quackery (medicine), 414

qualified Dublin Core, 45

qualitative models and reasoning, 113

quality (information), 203, 204

quality (software), 287, 288

quality control, 347

quality of service (networking), 569

quality score, 360

quality, information, 292

quantification, 530

quantization, 511

quantum theory, 388

query by image content, 475

query categorization, 451

query clarification, 76

query correction and modification, 451

query expansion, 451

query history, 451

query language, SQL, 103

query preview, 103
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query refinement, 452

query splitting, 465

query, database, 103

query, range (spatial), 420

query, text, 450

query-based summarization, 450

question answering, 71, 464

question referral, 76

question types, 71

queuing theory, 544, 545

radial category, 31

randomized clinical trial (RCT), 414

range query, 420

ranked retrieval, 455

ranking bias (search engine), 454

rap music, 134

rapid application development (RAD), 285

rapid prototyping, 99

rare books (library), 368

rationale, design, 99

rationality (economics), 341

rationality (science), 392

rationalize, 342

RDF data model, 521

RDF search, 463

RDF, resource description framework, 46

RDFa, 365

RDFS, 42

re-appraisal, 249

re-enactment, 270

re-identification, data sets, 405

re-targeting (advertising), 319

re-visitation, 453

re-write rule, 239

reader-response theory, 438

reading, 196, 436

reading privacy, 316

real-time indexing, 460

reasonable person (legal), 326

reasoning (inference), 122

reasoning, analogical, 123

reasoning, case-based, 535

recall and precision, 77

recall, human cognition, 120

reCAPTCHA, 430

recipe, 84

reciprocity, 164

recognition, 16

recognition, face, 320

recognition, handwriting, 432

recognition, human cognition, 120

recognition, optical character (OCR), 430

recognition, plan, 95

recognition, speech, 484

recommender system, 173

reconnaissance, 297

record group (archives), 267

records management, 258, 352

records, family, 146

records, financial, 168

records, health-care, 416

records, scienece, 400

recurrent transition network, RTN, 238

recursion, 238, 522

redaction, 306, 314

reductionism, 12, 387

refactoring, code, 285

refereeing (scholarly publishing), 381

reference (linguistics), 223

reference collection, 246

reference data set, 399

reference service, 74, 464

reference work, 76

referendum, 325

referential integrity, 55, 516

referential semantics, 223

referral, information, 172

refinding, 147

reflection (cognition), 88, 191, 192

reflection (education), 191

reflective practitioner, 96

registry, format, 267

registry, metadata, 282

regression testing (software), 288

regulation (government), 326

regulation, market, 336

reinforcement learning, 136, 547

relational data model, 520

relationship of entities, 31

relativism, 24

relevance (linguistics), 235

relevance feedback, text, 452

relevance judgment factor, 78

relevance, education, 192

relevance, information retrieval, 76

relevance, personal, 69

reliable source, 76, 203

remote procedure call, RPC, 279

rendering, 16

rendering (complex environment), 497

rendering, digital artifacts, 270

repair (conversation), 235

repair (planning), 95
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repair (troubleshooting), 128

replanning, 95

reporter (news), 368

reporting, news, 368

repository service, 279

repository, archival, 272

repository, design, 355

repository, software, 286

representation, 106

representation (human vision), 117

representation information (archives), 267

representation information (eScience), 402

representation, cognitive, 118, 120

representation, distributed, 550

representation, document, 44

representation, image, 475

representation, maps, 421

representation, social, 155

representation, story, 226

representation, visual, 471

representational art, 472

representational bias, 2

representational framework, 1

republic, 322

reputation, 163

requirements specification, 283

requirements, business process, 346

research and development (R&D), 355, 393

research front (science), 390

research institution, 362

research museums, 273

research university, 362

research, scholarship, 379

research, university, 362

reservation price (negotiation), 84

resolver, link, 562

resource allocation (task completion), 84

resource description framework (RDF), 40, 46

resource map, 282

resource map (OAI-ORE), 280

resource-based learning, 198

resource-based models of cognition, 121

resource-limited processing (cognition), 88

response operator characteristic (ROC), 537

responsibility, 155, 171

result aggregation (question answering), 465

retail, 358

retention (web business model), 162

retention policy, 266

retrieval failure, 17, 69, 121

retrieval, image, 475

retrieval, music, 480

return on investment, 372

return on investment (ROI), 338

retweets, 172

reuse (educational object), 198

reuse (learning object), 198

reuse (metadata), 282

reuse, data, 399, 402

reuse, software, 286

reuse, workflow, 107

reverse engineering, 311, 364, 372

reviewing (scholarly publishing), 381

revolution, 298

reward, 136

RFID, radio frequency ID, 575

rhetoric, 227, 439

rhetoric (game), 493

rhetoric, advertising, 359

rights definition language, 313

rights management, 313

RISC (computer chips), 570

risk, 79

risk analysis, 295

risk analysis, archives, 266

risk aversion, 117, 341

risky shift, 176

ritual, 187

rival good, 333

road movie, 229

robot, 498

robot (medical simulation), 412

robot (Web), 458, 459

robotics, manufacturing, 352

ROC curve, 537

role (self), 169

role, discourse, 237

role, organizational, 67, 182

role, small group, 175

role, social, 155

role, Xlink, 55

role-playing, 170

role-playing game, 186, 492

rollback point (database), 561

romantic relationship, 157

root cause, 194

routing, onion, 318

routing, packet, 566

royalty (copyright), 309

RPC, remote procedure call, 279

RSS, really simple syndication, 70

rule of law, 326

rule-based filtering, 70

rule-based system, 532
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rules (organizational), 155

rules (social), 166

rules of evidence, 329

rules, games, 492

rumor, 160, 163

run-length compression, 509

safe harbor (copyright), 309

safety and error prevention (medicine), 413

sales (business), 252

saliency, 122

sampling frequency, audio, 511

sanctions (social), 166

satellite (space), 564

save everything (archives), 269

saving face, 84

scaffolding, 192

scalability, system, 97

scale-free graphs, 518

scaling, 409, 540, 548

scaling (utility), 79

scam, 163, 168

scanning, 430, 573

scanning (digitization), 429

scanning, bar code, 575

scanning, environmental, 253

scenario visualization, 93, 552

scenario-based design, 107, 139

scene recognition, 511

scheduling (project management), 349

scheduling, task, 94

schema (data), 103

schema, semantic, 227

schema.org, 43

scholarly communication, 381

scholarly literature, 464

school, 199

science, 385

science DMZ (networking), 403

science museum, 201

science, service, 279

science, technology, and society, 391

scientific knowledge, 386

scientific visualization, 406

scimetrics, 392

scope note, 282

screen reader, 142

scrum (software development), 287

seal program (privacy), 318

search engine, 450

search engine optimization (SEO), 359

search history, 149, 452

search trail, 73

search, audio, 486

search, design space, 96

search, exploratory, 390

search, game tree, 516

search, image, 476

search, social, 76, 162

searching mathematics, 408

searching versus browsing, 70

searching, distributed indexed, 280

searching, graph, 515

secondary design, 9

secondary scholarly literature, 380

secret ballot, 324

secret code, 556

secure container, 314

security, data, 402

security, information, 291

security, trusted repositories, 272

segmentation, document, 431

segmentation, market, 357

segmentation, phoneme, 485

segmentation, word, 431, 444

segmentation, zone, 434

selection, archival, 265

selection, archive, 265

selective exposure, 131

self archiving, 146

self attribution, 171

self, identity, 169

self-archiving document, 267

self-aware and self-healing systems, 12

self-awareness, 115

self-describing digital object, 267

self-efficacy, 136

self-healing archive, 270

self-healing computation, 572

self-management, 136

self-monitoring, 146

self-organizing system, 12, 546, 549

self-presentation, 157

self-regulation, 172

self-replicating technologies, 12

self-report, 169

semantic annotation, 282, 446

semantic annotation (video), 490

semantic factoring, 50

semantic field, 219

semantic memory, 120

semantic network, 33, 220

semantic publishing, 365

semantic relationship, 31, 222
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semantic search, 460

semantic tools, 45

semantic type (UMLS), 412

Semantic Web, 36, 48, 398, 402, 463

semantic zooming, 477

semantics, 4, 213

semantics, formal, 240

semantics, lexical, 219

semantics, link, 59

semantics, query, 103, 420

semantics, referential, 223

semi-structured document, 434, 463

semiotics, 5, 219

sense-making, 65, 66, 437

sensemaking, 250

sensemaking, organizational, 184

sensitivity analysis, 398

sensor, 21, 296

sensor fusion, 575

sensor network, 575

sensor, body, 575

sensor, motion capture, 491

sensor, science, 407

sensorimotor control, 119

sensors, 391

sensory modalities, 117

sentence (language), 216, 217

sentiment analysis, 462

sequence diagram, UML, 107

serendipity, 70, 77, 174

series, archives, 268

serif (font), 428

serious game, 196, 494

serious games, 193

server, Web, 562

server-side application, 572

service (economics), 335

service management theory, 358

service models, 279

service population (library), 247

service, composition, 279

service, information, 245, 248

service, reference, 74

service-level agreement, 276

service-level agreement (SLA), 277

service-oriented enterprise (SOE), 255

service-oriented-architectures (SOA), 279

set point (feedback), 542

shadow function, 183

shape indexing, 355

shared decision making (medicine), 414

shared knowledge, 176

shared resources, 174

shared work space, 181

sharing information, 171

sharing, data, 405

shield law (news), 369

shopping, 360

side channel, 182

sign (semiotics), 5

sign language, 214

signage, 423

signal (semiotics), 5

signal detection and processing, 537

signal-to-noise ratio, 536

signaling (economics), 336

signals intelligence, 296

signature, digital, 557

signed network, 155

signifier (semiotics), 33

signing certificate, 557

signs (semiotics), 223

Silicon Valley, 372

silo (organizational), 255

similarity, 31, 410, 443, 459

similarity (search engine), 457

similarity, cosine, 527

similarity, visual, 476

Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), 40

simulated annealing, 542

simulation, 3, 11, 81, 395

simulation (science), 411

simulation in education, 192

simulation social, 169

simulation, collaborative, 177

simulation, interactive, 397

simulation, medical, 412

simulator, training, 192

site license, 371

situated planning, 94

situatedness, 7

situational awareness, 67

skill, 123

skills, social, 154, 163

SKOS, Simple Knowledge Organization System, 40

slack (planning), 349

slander, 306

slang, 238

slippery slope, 329

small groups, 174

small world (graph theory), 518

smart city, 330

SME, subject-matter expert, 284

smell, 118
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smile, 133

sneaker net, 403

sniffing, packet, 566

snippet, 54

sociability, 90, 157

social actor, information system as, 172

social brain, 132, 553

social capital, 163

social contract, 155

social control, 305

social curation, 462

social decision, 321

social facilitation, 179

social learning, 172

social media, 160, 161, 177

social media analytics, 162

social media supported search, 76

social media, public opinion, 323

social memory, 127, 146, 208, 483

social modeling, 169

social network, 154, 519

social presence, 179, 200

social question answering, 75

social robots, 498

social science, 385

social search, 162, 460

social simulation, 169

social skill, 236

social viewing, 471

socialization, 154

socialization, community, 185

society, 169, 305

socio-technical interaction network, 184

socio-technical model, 340

socio-technical system, 392

sociolinguistics, 237

sociology, 153, 206

sociology, computational, 169

sociometry, 154

sock-puppet, 463

Socratic method, 193

soft power, 296

software architecture, 274

software engineering, 282, 285

software publishing, 371

software reuse, 286

software, attacks on, 294

solid model, 495

sonic arts, 478

source credibility, 132

source selection, 52, 69, 72

source-channel model, 525

sources, journalism, 368

sourcing, games, 492

spam (email), 441

spamming, keyword, 359, 454

spanning tree, 517

spatial ability, 141

spatial analysis, 418

spatial brain, 553

spatial cognition, 421

spatial hypertext, 56

spatial modeling, 423

speaking, cognition, 483

spear-phishing, 293

special libraries, 247

specialization, 372

spectrogram, 478

spectrogram, speech, 482

spectrum (radio), 563

speech act, 224

speech processing, 480

speech recognition, automatic, 484

speech, freedom of, 305

spell checking and correction, 443

spin, 324

sponsored search, 360, 454

spoofing, 441

sports, 492

spread spectrum, 564

spreading activation, 545

spying, 297

spyware, 318

SQL, structured query language, 103

stability (complex system), 12

standard operating procedure, 272

standard theory (science), 386

standards, 350

standards (metadata), 44

star diagram (data warehouse), 261

start-up (business), 372

state machine, 105, 238

state-secrets doctrine, 307

statechart, UML, 105

statistical analysis, 406

statistical representation, 457

statistics, 408

statute, 326

stereoscopic display, 574

stereotypes, 170

stochastic finite state machine, 485

stochastic model, 395

stocks (system dynamics), 544

storage (disk), 577
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storage, data, 277

storage, distributed, 571

stories, 7

story (games), 494

story (narrative), 230

story telling, 483

storyboard (interface), 139

storytelling, data, 402

stovepipe, organizational, 255

strategic knowledge, 255

strategy, decision, 343

strategy, design, 97

strategy, search, 72

stream, text, 462, 463

streaming content, 70, 160, 448, 462, 568

street panoramas, 418

stress test, 276

stress, task, 116

string grammar, 217, 239

string matching, 443

structural equation model, 544

structural linguistics, 216

structuration, 155, 157

structure and function, 25

structure, document, 38

structure, group, 175

structure, hypertext, 55

structure, information, 4

structure, music, 479

structure, organizational, 182

structured abstract, 54

structured analysis system, 182

structured conversation, 442

structured data, 101

student model, 194

studio learning, 199

stylometry, 448

sub-culture, 187

sub-language, 214, 237

subject classification and analysis, 52

subject heading, 52

subject-matter expert (SME), 284

subjective probability, 122

subjective utility, 342

substitution code, 556

subsystem, 9

successive fractions (retrieval), 72

summarization (text), 449

summarization (video), 490

summarization, opinion, 448

summary (current awareness), 54

summary, temporal, 462

summary, video, 490

summative design, 98

supervised learning, 549

superwork (bibliography), 45

supply chain, 352, 544

supply-demand curves (economics), 333

support group, patient, 414

surrogate, document, 54, 77, 452

surveillance, 318

sustainability (archive), 264

sustainability (archives), 273

sustainability (data), 399

SVD, singular-valued decomposition, 528

swarm intelligence, 12

swimlane, 107

SWOT, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats,

252

syllogism, 529

symbiotic robot, 498

symbol, 4, 427

symbol (concept), 5

symbolic logic, 529

symbolic representation, 29, 221

synapse, 554

synchronization, 86, 473

syndication, TV, 373

syntax, 4, 216, 522

syntax, visual, 476

system analysis, 10, 107, 283, 343

system dynamics, 544

system failure, 291

system metrics, 291

system theory, 25

system, belief, 130

system, conceptual, 5

system, social, 154

systems biology, 411

systems thinking, 93

syujhet, 230

table (relational data model), 520

table of contents, 53

tacit knowledge (organizational), 183, 252

tacit knowledge (preservation), 267

tactical intelligence, 297

tactile input, 118

tagger, part-of-speech, 444

tangibles, 496

task, 84

task analysis, 88, 140

task analysis, cognitive, 141

task analysis, collaborative, 178
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task group, 175

task ontology, 36

task specification, 67

task, information seeking, 66

taste, 118

taxonomies, enterprise, 256

taxonomy, 34

taxonomy (science), 388

taxonomy, biological, 408

taxonomy, games, 492

teaching, 199

team (games), 86

team, project, 347

teams, 181, 286

teams, distributed, 181

technical protection measures, 311

technology, 9, 393

technology acceptance model (TAM), 290

technology and economics, 340

technology development, 342

technology transfer, 355, 394

technology, disruptive, 338

technology, economy, 340

telephony, Internet, 567

television, 373

telework, 177

template extraction, 446

temporal data model, 521

temporal information retrieval, 424

temporal scripting language, 473

tense (verb), 218

tenure (academic), 380

term frequency (tf), 455, 527

term weighting, 455

term-by-document matrix, 455, 526

terms and conditions (contracts), 313

terms in context (text retrieval), 452

terrorism, 298, 316

testimony, 329

testimony, eyewitness, 208

testing (diagnosis), 128

testing, software, 288

text categorization, 449

text compression, 509

text data mining, 445

text retrieval, 454

text stream, 160, 448, 462, 463

text summarization, 449

textbook, 380

texting, 441

tf·idf (text retrieval), 455, 526

theater, 487

thematic organization, 437

thematic role, 222

theme (story), 230

theme-rheme (discourse), 225

theorem proving (automated), 408

theory of computation, 570

theory of mind, 113, 171

theory of reasoned action (TRA), 131

theory of the firm, 345

thesaurus, 35, 48

thesaurus (enterprise content), 257

thesaurus, cross-language, 468

thesaurus, faceted, 50

think tank, 326

third-person point of view (games), 493

thought experiment, 388

threaded discussion, 441

tic-tac-toe, 516

tie strength (social media), 514

time, 424

time series, 384

time-stamp, 558

tipping point, 10, 543

tone (speech), 482

tool (task), 88

top-down processing, 430

topic classification, 48

topic detection and tracking, TDT, 462

topic map, 124

topic model, 458

topic models, geographic, 185

topic-comment (discourse), 225

topical coherence, 223

Total Quality Management (TQM), 252, 347

touch screen, 119

tour, guided, 56

tracability (metrology), 390

tracking, visual, 486

trade association, 186

trade secret, 311

trademark, 311

tradeoff, design, 97

tradition, 157, 171, 187

traffic, Web, 459

tragedy, 488

trail (browsing), 149

trail, search, 73

training and documentation (user), 288

training simulator, 192

traits, 141

trajectories (planning activities, 94

trans-media, 89
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transaction cost, 335

transaction locking, 561

transaction processing, 338

transaction, economic, 334

transactive memory, 121

transcoding, 270, 508

transducer, 575

transfer of training, 124, 549

transformational grammar, 218, 444

transition network, 238

transitivity (choice), 79

translation, machine, 465

translational medicine, 412

transliteration, 465

transmission, data, 563

transparency, 305, 324, 336

transparency, governmental decision making, 328

travel agent, 336

tree, decision, 78, 548

tree, game, 516

treebank corpus, 523

triadic closure (graphs), 155

triage, information, 69

trial (law), 328

trial and error (learning), 549

trial, clinical, 363

trial, legal, 328

tribe, 156

troll, patent, 312, 364

trope, 134, 232

troubleshooting, 128

trust, 164, 338, 357

trusted repository, 272

truth value (logic), 102, 529

Turing complete (programming language), 570

Turing test, 498

turn, discourse, 225

tutoring system, 194

Twitter, 160

two-phase locking, 561

type-token, 33

typed link (hypertext), 55

typicality (categories), 31

UML, activity diagram, 107

UML, sequence diagram, 107

UML, statechart, 105

UML, use-case diagram, 284

uncanny valley, 491

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), 412, 416

Unified Modeling Language (UML), 107

unintended consequences, 11, 341

union catalog, 45

unit task, 66

universal product code, 575

universal usability, 142

university, 362

up-down processing, 430

URI, 158

usability, 292

use case (content), 45

use-case diagram, UML, 107, 284

user control, 138

user model, 70, 144, 172, 445

user needs, 284

user-centered indexing, 54

user-enriched web resource, 161

utility (information resources), 77

utility scaling, 79

utility, multi-attribute, 538

utterance, 480

validating requirements, 284

validation, assessment tool, 194

value (database), 30

value of information, 361

value of information (decision analysis), 73

value, information, 77

values, 129

vanity press, 365

vector graphics, 573

vector object (GIS), 419

vector space model, 455, 526

Venn diagram, 529

venture capital, 372

verb (parts of speech), 220

verifiability, 442

version management, legislation, 328

version management, software, 286

versioning, 525

vestibular sense, 118

vicarious learning, 172, 199

video, 489

video compression, 512

violence and media, 189

viral dissemination, 160

viral marketing, 358

virtual camera, 491

virtual collection, 279

virtual economy, 335

virtual identity, 170

virtual laboratory, 389

virtual machine, 270, 277, 278

virtual meeting place, 177
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virtual observatory, 407

virtual organization, 344

virtual reality, 497

virtual reference, 76

virtual team, 182

virtual world, 497

virtual worlds, 497

virtualization, 97

viruses and worms, 294

vision, human, 117

visual language and discourse, 476

visual tracking, 486

visual words, 509

visualization (information), 477

visualization retrieval interface, 453

visualization, link, 59

visualization, scientific, 406

Viterbi algorithm (HMMs), 525

vocabulary registry and repository, 36

vocal cue, 482

voice applications, 484

voice over IP, VOIP, 567

volumetric display, 574

voting, 324, 539

voting analytics, 325

voxel, 495

walkthrough, cognitive, 141

wallet, digital, 338

WAN, 276

war, 298

warehouse, data, 261

warrant (argumentation), 228

warrant, search, 316

warrant, semantic, 49

watermark (copy detection), 314

wayfinding, 423

wearable, 496

weather prediction, 398

Web 2.0, 157

Web archive, 271

Web characterization, 59

Web filtering, 453

Web Ontology Language: OWL, 40

Web query, 459

Web server, 562

Web service, 279, 398

weeding (collections), 249

weighted automata, 444

Wernicke’s area (brain science), 554

whisper campaign, 160

white-hat hacker, 293

wicked problem, 93

widget, coordination, 53

Wikileaks, 369

Wikipedia, 442

win-win game (economics), 80

wireframe (information architecture), 4

wireless, 564

wireless hypothesis, 342

wiretap, 316

word (language), 216

word bursts (content streams), 160, 448

word segmentation, 431, 444

word sense and meaning, 219

word space, 219

word-of-mouth, 368

word-sense disambiguation, 443

work (activity), 87

work (bibliographic), 44

work (copyright), 308

work (practice), 66

work breakdown structure, 85

work practice, 177

workflow, 66, 86, 107, 183, 340, 347, 349

workflow editor, 107

workflow, archives, 266

workflow, newsroom, 370

workflow, science, 391

workflow, scientific, 405

world view, 129

wrapper, content, 282

writing, 439

XBRL, 356

XLink, 55

XML, 38

XML-Schema, 38

XOR, 550

XSL and XSLT, 40

yellow journalism, 369

youth services, 247

zero-sum game (economics), 80

Zipf’s Law (language), 542

zombie, 168

zone indexing, 455

zoning, argumentation, 439

zoological collections (zoos), 274

zooming, 477




